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Political Funding

→ Data

→ According to an analysis of ADR the total Income of national and

regional parties between 2004105 and 2014115 stood at
Rs 11,367 Crore

→ However 69% of the income of these parties was from unknown sources
.

→ No political party has made any complain ie under Rtl Act

→ Issues

→ loopholes in the law

→ commercialisation of elections

→ Criminalisation of politics
→ Black money
→ caps by election Commission

→ Consequences
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→ Electoralbonds

Electoral bonds will be issued by a notified bank for specified
denominations . If someone/ co . want to donate to a political party ,

shako .

Can buy these bonds from the bank
.

You are then free to gift the

bonds to a regd . political party .

the bonds will be bearer bonds

and the Identity of the donor will not be known to the receiver
.

The political party can convert these bonds into money via their bank

accounts
.

The bank ak used must be notified to the Election Commission

and the bonds may have to be redeemed within a prescribed time period
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→ Declaration norms

→ It is governed by 4 Acts

c) RPA

E) IT Act

G) Companies Act

(4) FCRA

→ under these acts political parties have to declare the source and amount

of all donations above Rs 20001.
C Previously Rs 200001 - )

→ companies also have to declare the party wise breakup of donations

in Metr PGL statement

→ Another norm Is a company must be 3 years old to contribute

to a party and the contribution cannot be more than 75%

of its average net profit In the 3 preceding years
→ Political parties cannot accept foreign contributions

→ Recent changes
→ 2016 →

Gout amended FCRA to allow political parties to accept donations

from foreign companies

→ 2017 → Gout amended RPA
,

IT Act and Companies Act

→ Govt also amended RBI Act to enable Issuance of electoral bonds

→ Analysis
→ companies may round trip their tax haven cash to a political party
→

It may lead to crony capitalism
→ secrecy and anonymity of electoral bonds may lower the transparency

in political funding
→ black money -

the real income of political parties are far greater
lhtan their declared income

→ Politicalpartiesare no longer required to reveal the donors name

for contributions provided these are in the form of electoral bonds

→ The elimination of 75 Cap on company donations means even

loss making companies can make unlimited donations
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→ the elimination of the requirement for a company to be 3 year old

to give donations would lead to the creation of shell companies
→ since companies no longer need to declare the names of the political
party to which It gave donations would make the shareholders

not aware about where the money

gone→ law Commission
law Commission - 25515 report observed that opacity In political
finding results In

'

lobbying and capture
"

of the gout by big donors

→ suggestions.Y Quraishi C freed
National electoral Fund to which all

donors can contribute
.

the funds will be allocated to political parties
in proportion to the votes they get .


